
 

CITY OF COMO 
 
Como is really a city steeped in history and culture and its surroundings neighbours will support this. Fantastic 
villas and buildings abound.  
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 The Cathedral of Como, or Duomo di Como, took nearly four centuries to build before its completion in 1740. As 

a result, the striking building blends hundreds of years of styles, as well as the influences and inflections of 

copious artists and skilled craftsmen. 

Construction began in 1396 on the ancient Romanesque basilica of Santa Maria Maggiore, the church which the 

Duomo was due to replace. The building stages were twofold, with the first seeing a cohabitation between the 

church and the new cathedral, before the church was slowly demolished from the 15th century onwards, with only 

the south flank backbone remaining. Architects such as Lorenzo degli Spazzi and Pietro da Breggia began work 

on this marvel, before men such as Florio da Bonta took over in later stages of its development. 

The marble gothic façade of the dome was finally realised in 1740, the year that the cathedral was finished. Yet 

the rose window itself was designed by a combination of Luchino Scarabota, Amuzio da Lugano and Tommaso 

Rodari da Maroggia, as the façade actually took 50 years to erect, from 1447-1498. The window is winged by two 

statues of the sons of Como, Plinio il Vecchio and Plinio il Giovane (Pliny the Elder and Pliny the Younger 

respectively), these famous men of letters were civil employees of the Roman Emplire and born in the first century 

A.D. in Como; despite being pagans they have been honoured with this prestigious position in the cathedral. 

The cathedral has a Latin cross which divides it into three naves by cruciform pillars which support several 

arches. Filippo Maria Richini made the right side apses from 1627 to 1633, whilst Carlo Buzzi erected the left side 

from 1653 to 1669. The cathedral also has several side wings and side doors, one of which is named the ‘Door of 



the Frog.’ The fonts are supported by two lions, both built towards the end of the 11th century, whilst the wooden 

altar dates back to the 15th century and the organs to the 17th. Stunning tapestries soften the interiors, all made 

in Ferrera, Florence and Anversa in the 16th and 17th centuries. The cathedral even manages to condescend to a 

touch of ‘modernity’, with 19th century stained glass windows bleeding rich colour into the interior. As a result of 

such an extensive build, the cathedral is beautifully eclectic with many historical infusions which somehow slot 

together in this magnificent structure of marble and gold inlay. 

Late-Gothic Renaissance is perhaps the most dominant influence in the impressive Duomo which stretches 87 

metres in length, with naves and major chapels at 36 and 58 metres in width and finally the dome itself reaching 

75 metres in height. The dome was damaged by fire in 1935 but has since been restored to its original shape, 

which was designed by the architect to the King of Sardinia, Filippo Juvara. 

Duomo di Como is said to be the last of the gothic cathedrals built in Lombardy and is truly a spectacle to behold. 

Astonishingly, the cathedral, Broletto and city tower are all located within a single block, making for some glorious 

views on your city walk. Despite its impressive history, the cathedral slots comfortably into the city and many don’t 

realise its size until they’re inside the building. To boast both striking posture and a humble ambience is a rare 

combination which this Duomo di Como manages to achieve. 
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Website:  http://www.funicolarecomo.it/ 

 The Funicular Railway has linked Lake Como and Brunate since 1894 and is still the quickest way of travelling 

between these two towns. A trip on the railway offers stunning views and an opportunity to see panoramic views 

of rural Como, all whilst having an enjoyable jaunt on a train! 

The Funicular Railway marked the start of an industrial tourism revolution in Como, as it was built at a time when 

many transport links in the area were expanding to create a network between local towns. In 1911 the traction 

system changed from steam to electricity and the canon which makes a daily salute at noon possible was 

installed in 1912. Today the railway is run by ATM and is accords to all environmental and safety regulations 

despite its age! 

As you glide along the cliff sides on the railway you will be able to see for miles, glancing over the epic azure lake, 

clusters of traditional Italian houses and sweeping mountainsides. The journey itself lasts just over ten minutes 

and once you reach Brunate you have the choice of sitting down with a drink from the little bar to take in the 

glorious views or alternatively you can go for a bit of an explore. 



There are some great walks with the Pissarottino Spring just a few minutes away, a spot from which you can see 

Lake Como, Villa d’Este and Monte Rosa. It’s actually possible to walk back down to Como from the spring, either 

following the railway or you can adapt your route to pass by the fifteenth century former convent Eremo di San 

Donato. A lovely lighthouse stands at about a mile’s walk away from the station too if you fancy something 

nautical. You can also climb even higher up the mountains; take a bus to visit San Maurizio and Cao or take a 

wander to Monte Piatto and down to Torno where you can make a day of it and catch a boat back to Como. A 

combination of mountain and ocean travel will ensure you see Como from every possible angle, all of which are 

pretty wonderful. Just make sure that you check boat departure times! 

The shuttle service usually runs from 6am to 10.30pm, so whether you want to take a brisk morning mountain 

stroll or a dusky sunset wander you’re good to go. On Saturdays the service runs until midnight. Shuttles 

generally run every 15-30 minutes. A return fare is little more than 5 euros so you’ll have plenty of change for an 

ice cream later on. Check out the railway’s website for timetables! 
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Website:  www.museicivici.como.it 

Email:  musei.civici@comune.como.it  

 The Civic Archaelogical Museum P. Giovio in Como is home to some of history’s greatest treasures. This 

beautiful museum, which was inaugurated in 1897 and has seen its collections grow ever since, exhibits marvels 

from many pockets of history; namely items from the Bronze Age, Iron Age, Palaeolithic Age, Neolithic Age and 

the Roman era. From Prehistoric finds to an extensive Roman collection, visitors will glean a magnificent scope of 

Como’s heritage. From Caesar’s founding and fortification to wars with Milan, Como has been a hub of activity 

through the ages. The archaeological findings of the necropolis Ca’ Morta revealed that this territory around Como 

belonged to the Golasecca civilisation and many of these Bronze Age artefacts form the basis for the museum. 

The chronological layout will take you through Como’s story, revealing everything from the effects of man’s 

intervention to life before civilisation. 

The Giovio building itself boasts a Renaissance layout and is finely kept; a noble of family of Como actually 

remodelled the property in the eighteenth century. On the ground floor of the museum you will find exhibits of 

public life from the inhabitants of Caeser’s Novum Comum, including intricate Roman engravings. The first floor 

will walk you through the archaeological history of Como and is peppered with Egyptian artefacts, Greek vases, 

bronzes and striking Roman gems. The floor should give you an idea of how life was for previous residents of 

Como, from living conditions and aesthetics to cultural mind sets. From utensils, jewellery, tools, art and exquisite 

glassware, you will be able to piece together what ancient Como looked like. Be careful not to miss out on the 

gorgeous mosaic in a building just across the courtyard. 

The Archaeological Museum is the headquarters of the civic museums in Como and is consequently wonderfully 

maintained and brimming with activity. Group tours, given by external experts, can be booked by appointment and 

various workshops run regularly for keen historians. The museum likes to focus on reconstructing the stories of 

the artefacts through various disciplines, whether that is archaeology, science or even musicology. There is also 

an emphasis throughout the museum of how historical and geographical context coincide, giving visitors a real 

insight into Como’s international identity. The laboratory at Como means that many human, animal and plant 

remains discovered at excavations are examined here. 

One of the star exhibits in the museum is an ancient Egyptian sarcophagus cartonnage, complete with 

inscriptions, images of deities and the mummy still inside! The woman, believed to be aged between 18 and 30, 

was a priestess of the god Amon of Thebes. Quizzical formulas as well as information about her title embellish 

her preserved corpse. Another great find is the Carriage Ca’Morta; a four wheeled carriage complete with 

columns, bronzed globes and foiled and embossed features was found in an ancient burial sport. The carriage 

most likely transported the well-to-do deceased to their funeral pyre. The sword of Prato Pagano also attracts a lot 

of attention. The weapon dates back to the Bronze Age and, despite being found close to a swamp, is still in 



incredible condition, suggesting it may have been part of a votive offering. There are many other wondrous finds 

throughout the 18 rooms of the museum, far too many to list! 

The museum is usually open every day except Monday. The museum also leads directly to a 19th century history 

collection which offers a lot of information about the reunification of Italy, so you can enjoy a day of Italian heritage 

all in one spot! 

MUSEO DELLA SETA 

 

 
Via Castelnuovo, 9  

22100 Como 

http://www.museosetacomo.com/eng_home.php 

 
Silk in Como  

Despite Lake Como providing the boutiques and couture artists of the world with its luxury silks, the industry 

seems to be a well kept secret on Italian shores. Many people assume that Milan is the place to venture for the 

sublime fabric, when in actual fact Como is the heart of silken history and production... 

Discovering Como’s silks  

Despite its fine reputation, it is possible to find seductive silks in Como for a reasonable price, if you look hard 

enough. Scour the markets and boutiques and you will be able to discover a melange of couture designer pieces 

and chic samples, some of which are put together by young aspiring Italian designers. Sometimes it’s almost 

more valuable to shop in the markets rather than in the designer shops, as you might discover something a little 

edgy; an exquisite off-cut no one has or one of the next Valentino’s youngest designs. Factory shops are also an 

excellent place to look for unique pieces. Silk ties and scarves are particularly popular in Como, as well as tailored 

blouses and shirts. Some of the big designer names who rely on Como’s silk houses include Yves St Laurent, 

Karl Lagerfield, Chanel, Armani, Hermes, Ferre, Valentino, Versace and Ungaro. 



Today, Como produces 85% of all silk made in Italy and provides 70% of Europe’s silk. 

A Silk History  

Silk has been part of Como’s existence for over 4,000 years, which takes us right back to the Middle Ages. The 

history of silk interestingly begins with some cheeky smuggling; in the sixth century silkworms were smuggled out 

of China in bamboo canes and brought to the eastern Mediterranean by two Persian merchants disguised as 

priests. From there, breeding of the silkworms spread to Sicily and continued further north. However it was on the 

turn of the 18th century that Como became Italy’s largest silk producer, with the help of mechanical methods 

replacing older ones. Sadly, silkworm breeding died down in Italy after World War II, but the industry is still 

thriving in Italy and Como, which imports the silkworms from China before the silk is woven, coloured and tailored 

to design in Italy. Today Como provides silk for the fashion houses of Milan, Paris and New York, as well as Italy. 

The reason that Como became the heart of silk production is believed to be twofold; firstly there was an ample 

water supply from Lake Como and the nearby northern Alpine streams and secondly, mulberry farming thrived in 

the Po River Valley to the south. The ‘culture of beauty’ as Guido Tettamanti calls it, may have something to do 

with Como’s success all as well; a fine fabric demands an exquisite landscape and the sweeping Swiss peaks 

and sparkling Lake Como provide this pleasing backdrops to aestheticists around the world. Thus the cultivation 

of silkworms seemed to make perfect sense! 

‘The silkworm is a snob; he’ll eat anything, but he only produces silk if he eats Mulberry!’ Moritz Mantero 

 



The Art of a Silkworm  

Silkworms are clever little creatures and are the sole reason we are able to produce such superb silks, or any silk 

at all for that matter. Once the silkworm has stopped growing, it produces a very thin thread which then wraps 

around itself, creating the cocoon which would eventually turn it into a butterfly. This final part of the process must 

be stopped in order to unwind the cocoon and obtain one single silk thread which will be around 1500 metres in 

length! This one thread will then be joined with others in order to become strong enough to be used in production, 

before being combined with thousands to create a silken masterpiece which could find itself on the catwalks of the 

world. 

The ‘Silk District’ in Como annually produces 3,200 tonnes of silk! 

Silk Shopping Hotspots  

A wonderful place to shop for silk in Como is in the ivy-entwined Villa Sucota, where the upstairs boutique holds 

all sorts of beautiful silk crafts made by the Ratti silk company. Pillows, ties, dressing gowns, scarves and blouses 

in sensual paisleys, burning ambers and verdant emeralds can all be found there, as well as Ratti’s suede-like 

soft Daino silk. For home silk furnishings including picture frames, make-up bags, black silk pyjamas and jewellery 

boxes, visit The Seta Shop in Via Manzoni and also in Via Varesina. There are also pretty cavern like grottos 

embellished with bolts of fabric for sale dotted around Como, perfect for any aspiring designers who want to try 

their hand at working with silk. Brianza boasts a ‘Silk Road’ of boutiques and Bellagio is perhaps the place to visit 

for the most affordable silks; Azalea is a beautiful shop for this. Just remember that most shops in Italy close for 

lunch, so perhaps phone before you visit! 

It takes 100 cocoons to weave one tie. 

The Silk Museum  

Como is now home to the Educational Silk Museum which cherishes and displays machines, silks, objects, 

documents, samples and instruments which collectively tell the tale of the past of silk production. Even today, 

Como is known around the world as the ‘City of Silk.’ The museum often runs workshops such as ‘Silk Reloaded’ 

for anyone interested in the textile industry, as well as more specialised classes such as bobbin lace workshops 

and there are guided tours for visitors running daily. 

Mantero, a Como silk manufacturer, is the sole producer of Chanel scarves. 

Como’s Silk Success  



Como is to luxury silk what Dubai is to skyscrapers; it is the admired professional of its field. Thanks to its relative 

locality to world renowned fashion houses, Como is able to meet demands for fast-changing collections and 

fashions, as well as small scale seasonal orders, thus keeping its finger on the pulse of designers’ demands and 

being capable of feeding an industry whose eye is constantly fixated on the future. 

‘The Como suppliers speak the language of the fashion houses.’ Guido Tettamanti, Italian Silk Association. 

Seeing Silk Around Como  

There are reminders of the silk industry everywhere in Como; from quaint silk shops with starburst swathes of 

fabric to the Loom Cafe, it is evident that the Italian town takes pride in its most precious cargo. After all, the silk 

trade is one of intense craftsmanship and skill; try and visit the museum where you can watch coloured dyes 

being gently penned into the fabric, which then radiantly soaks up the shade. Spinning mills are also a sight to be 

beheld, as you can watch thousands of silken threads laced together on wooden weaving mechanisms; their 

colours intertwining vividly. 

More than 23,000 Comaschi, or people from Como, work in the silk business. 

Keeping It In The Family  

Despite such colossal numbers, Como’s silk industry remains predominantly family based. Of course today 

technology often takes precedence over handmade methods, although many of the final stages of production will 

remain handcraft skills for many years to come, but much of this knowledge is bred in ancient family-run fashion 

houses in Como. The secrets of silk haven been well-kept and remain close to the chests of their discoverers to 

this day. 

It is the silk houses in Como who execute world-renowned designers’ visions. 


